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WHATThe cross-sectoral approach of Serious Concepting is about looking into promising developments and existing (business) propositions in different sectors of society.A sector hereby is defined as a part of society in which different stakeholders create economic or social value. These stakeholders mainly consist of consumers, producers, traders/retailers and governmental organisations. Together they create the value chain. Serious Concepting distinguishes 6 sectors in which from a consumer perspective, value is created that in a profound way determines our quality of life: Appearance (our identity), Health (our healthyness), Food (what we can eat), Human Movement (our possibilities to move), Leisure (what we can do in our spare time) and Living (the way how and where we can live).WHYWhen it comes to innovation, looking into what happens in other sectors is something that can contribute to new interesting insights. This can actually fuel innovation, when change in a sector which is examined is lagging behind. Too often stakeholders in a certain sector just look at what others do in that same sector. This causes a very biased and rigid focus on the renewal of existing (business) propositions. An important driver of change is the way technology is used to innovate in a sector. The cross-sectoral approach is an important aspect of Serious Concepting, because it has a focus on designing future proof concepts that improve our quality of life. To improve quality of life of a certain target group, looking into what is going on in all six defined sectors is important. Especially when a target group is based on a corresponding lifestyle or mentality, the qualifications of a new concept in sector A could be easily used to create a new concept in sector B. This will enhance the quality of life on a broader level.HOWIn order to define interesting signals of change in a sector, a thorough analysis is required. Not only of the sector in which a certain organisation is active at the moment of consultation, but also of other sectors that may be of interest. The important qualification of a concept developer is to be very well informed about  numerous drivers of change in a broad amount of sectors. A sector is analyzed by looking into the most recent and promising developments and (business) propositions that create value in a value chain. Developments are defined by actual phenomena in a society that trigger a perspective for the creation of value in the short term. They differ from trends because it’s not sure at all if they will have more structural effects on the level of society. In this way only developments in society which have a promising effect on the creation of short term value in a sector have to be documented.By subsequently inventorizing all types of existing and promising (business) propositions (products and services), a perspective arises on what other stakeholders are bringing to the market. It is important to make a good distinction between products and services that are no more than a hype, and the propositions that are new and have future perspective. In the end the third research topic of the sector analysis is the value chain that has been created in a sector, and the important possible changes within it. It’s not possible to innovate when a new (business) proposition can not be connected to the way stakeholders create or will want to create value. The actual value chain of sector has to be well documented therefore, as well as promising changes within the value chain.Author: Jakob Sutmuller
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